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Abstract—Multidomain application environments where distributed multiple organizations interoperate with each other are becoming a

reality as witnessed by emerging Internet-based enterprise applications. Composition of a global coherent security policy that governs

information and resource accesses in such environments is a challenging problem. In this paper, we propose a policy integration

framework for merging heterogeneous Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) policies of multiple domains into a global access control

policy. A key challenge in composition of this policy is the resolution of conflicts that may arise among the RBAC policies of individual

domains. We propose an integer programming (IP)-based approach for optimal resolution of such conflicts. The optimality criterion is

to maximize interdomain role accesses without exceeding the autonomy losses beyond the acceptable limit.

Index Terms—Secure interoperation, policy integration, Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), multidomain.
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1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the increase in information and data accessibility,
there is a growing concern for security and privacy of

data. Numerous studies have shown that unauthorized
access, in particular by insiders, constitutes a major security
problem for enterprise application environments [21],
highlighting the need for robust access control management
systems. This problem can get magnified in a collaborative
environment where distributed, heterogeneous, and auton-
omous organizations interoperate with each other [13], [10].
Collaboration in such a diverse environment requires
integration of all local policies to compose a global access
control policy for controlling information and resource
sharing across multiple domains. For secure interoperation,
the interdomain data accesses supported by the global
policy must be consistent with the access control policies of
constituent domains. In particular, secure interoperation
requires enforcement of the following two principles [10]:

. Autonomy Principle: If an access is permitted
within an individual system, it must also be
permitted under secure interoperation.

. Security Principle: If an access is not permitted
within an individual system, it must not be
permitted under secure interoperation.

The problem of secure interoperation has been addressed
in literature in the context of multilevel security (MLS)
model [10], [2]. A multilevel security or Bell-Lapadula [1]
model is more suitable for environments which have static
security constraints and cannot be used to capture the
dynamic constraint requirements of emerging applications
and information systems [13], [15]. Separation of duty (SoD)
and dependence constraints are examples of such dynamic
constraints and are required in most commercial applica-
tions, including digital government, E-commerce, health-
care systems, and workflow management systems [8]. The
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) model, due to its inherent
richness in modeling hierarchical, separation of duty (SoD),
cardinality, and dependency constraints, provides a pro-
mising approach to satisfy the access control requirements
of the afore-mentioned applications [8], [12], [22]. Further-
more, RBAC is capable of modeling a wide range of access
control policies including discretionary access control (DAC)
and mandatory access control (MAC) [19].

In this paper, we propose a policy composition frame-
work that integrates the RBAC policies of multiple domains
to facilitate secure information and resource sharing in a
collaborative environment. Composition of a multidomain
policy governing interoperation among heterogeneous
systems is a challenging task leading to various types of
conflicts. These conflicts may arise because different
domains may use different models, semantics, schema
format, data labeling schemes, and constraints for repre-
senting their access control policies [3], [5], [6], [9], [10]. In
this paper, we mainly focus on the conflicts related to
access control constraints. In particular, we consider
constraint conflicts arising as a result of integrating RBAC
policies of multiple domains. An example of access control
constraint conflict in the context of RBAC policy integration
is the introduction of cycles in domain-specific role-
hierarchies as depicted in Fig. 1. Such cycles in role
hierarchy enable junior roles to inherit the permission of
senior roles leading to violation of domain specific security
constraints [10]. In addition, the interplay of role hierarchy
and SoD constraints may lead to other types of constraint
conflicts which are described in Section 3.2. These conflicts,
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if remain undetected and unresolved, expose the collabor-
ating systems to numerous vulnerabilities and risks
pertaining to the security and privacy of their data and
resources.

The proposed policy composition framework generates a
secure interoperation policy in two steps as shown in Fig. 2.
In the first step of policy composition, a multidomain policy
is composed by defining role mapping across domains.
Such a mapping enables interdomain information and
resource sharing via the mapped roles. In addition to the
automated generation of role mapping between cross
domain roles, the framework also allows security policy
administrators to map crossdomain roles based on the
interoperability requirements of collaborating domains. The
resulting multidomain policy may not be consistent and
may not satisfy the security constraints of collaborating
domains. In particular, three types of security violations,
discussed in Section 3.2, may occur as a result of an
inconsistent role-mapping. These include: role-assignment
violation, role-specific-SoD violation, and user-specific SoD
violation. These conflicts are resolved in the next step by
removing some of the mapping links specified in the role-
mapping step. Resolving policy conflicts in an arbitrary
manner may significantly reduce interoperation in terms of
data sharing and crossdomain accesses. The proposed
policy integration framework uses an integer programming
(IP)-based approach for optimal resolution of multidomain
policy conflicts. The optimality criterion is to maximize
information and data sharing via assumption of cross-
domain roles.

An important consideration in composing an optimal
interoperation policy is the preservation of domains’
autonomy. Ideally, both security and autonomy of collabor-
ating domains need to be preserved. However, satisfaction
of both security and autonomy requirements may not be
feasible. In almost every collaborative environment, viola-
tion of any domain’s security constraints is not permissible.
Domains may compromise their autonomy for establishing
more interoperability provided the autonomy losses remain
within the acceptable limits. The proposed IP-based
approach for conflict resolution provides the flexibility of
autonomy relaxation in favor of greater interoperability.
Accordingly, in a collaborative environment in which
certain autonomy violations can be tolerated, the objective
of the conflict resolution phase is to generate an interopera-
tion policy that maximizes interdomain role accesses and
keep the autonomy losses within the acceptable limits. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows:

. A novel integer programming (IP)-based approach is
proposed for composition of a secure interoperation
policy. The proposed approach resolves multido-
main policy conflicts by finding a set of nonconflict-
ing role-mapping links that maximizes interdomain

role accesses according to the specified optimality
criterion.

. The notion of optimality is further analyzed in terms
of trade-offs between loss of autonomy and the
degree of interoperation. The main feature of the
second contribution is that a set of formal para-
meters are introduced for describing the notion of
autonomy within the context of access control.

2 RELATED WORK

The first and foremost challenge in establishing secure
interoperation is the composition of a consistent and
conflict-free interoperation policy that governs all the
interdomain information and resource exchange. Several
research efforts have been devoted to the topic of policy
composition in the multidomain environment [10], [17], [5],
[3]. In particular, major emphasis is given on the detection
and resolution of conflicts in interoperation policies.
Conflicts appearing in an interoperation policy can be
divided into four types:

1. modality conflicts,
2. multiple management,
3. cyclic inheritance, and
4. separation of duties (SoD).

Modality conflicts in a policy arise because of the
existence of both positive and negative authorizations for a
given subject-object pair. Multiple management conflicts
occur when multiple administrators having authority over a
common set of subjects and objects, specify conflicting
authorizations in their respective policies. In that sense,
multiple management conflicts are similar to modality
conflicts. Modality conflicts are resolved based on the policy
precedence relationship which implies that the most specific
authorization overrides the less specific one [17], [3], [9]. In
case the precedence relationship cannot be established
between the conflicting authorizations, the negative author-
ization dominates the positive one.Modality conflicts cannot
occur in RBAC policy specification because negative
authorizations are not supported in the RBAC model.

Cyclic inheritance conflicts mainly occur in interoperation
of systems employing multilevel security policies such as
lattice-based access control (LBAC) and role-based access
control (RBAC) [10], [5]. In such interoperation, the cross-
domain hierarchy relationship may introduce a cycle in the
interoperation lattice enabling a subject lower in the access
control hierarchy to assume the permissions of a subject
higher in the hierarchy. Dawson et al. [5] have discussed a
mediator-based framework for establishing secure intero-
peration among heterogeneous systems with LBAC policies.
In this framework, cyclic conflicts in the interoperation lattice
are resolvedby themanual interventionof apolicyeditor.The
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Fig. 1. An inconsistent multidomain policy because of cycles in domain-

specific hierarchies.

Fig. 2. Policy integration framework.



policy editor allows the administrator to incrementally
specify the crossdomain lattice relationships. After the
addition of each relationship, the editor determines the
consistency of resulting interoperation policy and identifies
all relationships involved in potential security violation.
Interoperation conflicts are thus resolved bywithdrawing all
crossdomain relationships resulting in potential security
violation or removing one or more relationships until the
violation is corrected. Resolution of interoperation conflicts
by manual intervention of policy administrator is a slow and
ad hoc process and provides no guarantee on the optimality
of the resulting interoperation system. In case there are
multiple policy administrators, a consensus on the resolution
needs to be obtained. Gong et al. [10] have investigated
interoperation of systems employing multilevel access con-
trol policies. They have proposed several optimization
techniques for resolution of interoperation conflicts. How-
ever, these resolution techniques are specific to cyclic
inheritance conflicts and do not consider other types of
interoperation conflicts.

Separation of duties (SoD) prevent two or more subjects
from accessing an object that lies within their conflict of
interests or disallow a subject from accessing conflicting
objects or permissions, e.g., the same managers cannot
authorize payments and sign the payment checks [17], [14].
Violations of SoD constraints may occur in an interopera-
tion policy because of the interplay of various policy
constraints across domains. The resolution of interoperation
inconsistencies related to separation of duty constraints has
not been adequately investigated and the existing ap-
proaches rely on manual intervention of policy adminis-
trators to resolve SoD conflicts [17]. As mentioned earlier,
manual resolution is a tedious process and may not yield
optimal interoperation. The policy composition methodol-
ogy proposed in this paper provides a single framework for
optimal and automated resolution of interoperation con-
flicts related to RBAC policies. These conflicts include both
cyclic inheritance and SoD violations.

Gavrilla et al. [7] have defined a set of necessary and
sufficient conditions for composition of a consistent RBAC
policy. The criterion for consistent policy composition is
defined in terms of cardinality, hierarchy, and SoD
constraints. Accordingly, a consistent interoperation policy
can be composed by incrementally checking the consistency
of crossdomain role mappings. A role mapping that
satisfies all the consistency conditions with respect to the
resulting policy can be added to the final interoperation
policy. Such incremental composition of interoperation
policy depends on the order in which role mappings are
evaluated and, therefore, the resulting interoperation policy
may not be optimal.

3 ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL FOR SECURE

INTEROPERATION

Role-based access control (RBAC) is widely used for the
specification of security requirements of most commercial
applications [8]. The RBACmodel [22], currently being used
as the basis for the NIST RBAC model, consists of the
following four basic components: a set of users, a set of roles, a
set of permissions, and a set of sessions. A user is a human
being or a process within a system. A role is a collection of
permissions associated with a certain job function within an
organization. Permission defines the access rights that can be
exercised on a particular object in the system. A session

relates a user to possibly many roles. When a user logs in the
system, the user establishes a session by activating a set of
enabled roles that the user is entitled to activate at that time.
If the activation request is satisfied, the user issuing the
request obtains all the permissions associated with the
requested roles. One of the most important aspects of RBAC
is the use of role hierarchies to simplify management of
authorizations. The original RBAC model supports only
inheritance or usage hierarchy, which allows the users of a
senior role to inherit all permissions of junior roles. In order
to preserve the principle of least privilege, the RBACmodel has
been extended to include activation hierarchywhich enables a
user to activate one or more junior roles without activating
senior roles [23]. A third type of hierarchy inheritance-
activation hierarchy can be defined on roles by composing
inheritance and activation hierarchies [15]. From this point
onward, we will use the notations I, A, and IA to refer to
inheritance, activation, and inheritance-activation hierar-
chies, respectively. The symbols ��

I , ��
A , and ��

IA are used
to express the I, A, and IA relationship between two roles,
respectively. Accordingly, ri ��

f rj, where f 2 fI; A; IAg,
implies that role ri is senior to rj and the hierarchical
relationship between them can be either inheritance only, or
activation only or inheritance-activation. If role ri is immedi-
ately senior to role rj, then the superscript � is omitted from
the relation symbol �f .

3.1 Graph-Based Specification Model for RBAC

We use a graph-based formalism similar to one described in
[16] to specify the RBAC policy of a domain. In this graph-
based model, users, roles, and permissions are represented
as nodes and the edges of the graph describe the association
between various nodes. In order to capture the RBAC
semantics, the nodes cannot be connected in an arbitrary
manner. The type graph, shown in Fig. 3a, defines all
possible edges that may exist between different nodes. An
edge between a user node u and a role node r indicates that
role r is assigned to user u. Self edges on the role node r
model the role hierarchy. In the type graph, I-hierarchy and
A-hierarchy are represented by solid and dashed edges,
respectively. There can be edges between roles and
permission nodes representing permission assignments to
roles. A permission is a pair (object, access mode), which
describes what objects can be accessed and in which mode
(read, write, execute, approve, etc.).

The graph model also supports specification of separation
of duty (SoD) constraints. A role specific SoD constraint
disallows assignment and/or activation of conflicting roles
to same user. Similarly, a user specific SoD constraint
prohibits conflicting users from assuming the same role
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simultaneously. In the graph model, a role-specific SoD
constraint between two roles is represented by a double
arrow between the corresponding roles. To represent
conflicting users ui and uj for a role rk, a double headed
edge with a label rk is drawn between the user nodes ui and
uj. The label rk specifies that the corresponding users are
conflicting for role rk and cannot access rk simultaneously
(user specific SoD constraint).

Fig. 3b shows a graphical representation of an RBAC
policy that consists of four roles ra, rb, rc, and rd, with
ra �A rc, ra � I rd, and rd � A rb. User ua is assigned to ra, ub

assigned to rb, and uc assigned to rc. Note that although
user ua inherits the permissions of role rd, it is not
authorized to activate role rb which is junior to rd in the
activation hierarchy semantics. There exists a role specific
separation of duty (SoD) constraint between role rb and rc,
shown as a double-headed arrow between these two roles
in Fig. 3b. Also, users ua and uc are conflicting users for role
rc and are not allowed to access rc simultaneously.

3.2 Security Requirements in a Multidomain
RBAC System

The goal of policy integration is to enable information and
resource sharing without violating the security of indivi-
dual domains or of the multidomain system as a whole. The
security and autonomy requirements of the individual
domains can be extracted from their respective RBAC
policies. Additional security requirements of the multi
domain system can be specified by administrators with
global security responsibility. The global security policy
constructed from the domains’ policies and administrator
specified role mappings may be inconsistent and may
violate the security constraints of constituent domains as
well as of the multidomain system.

In this paper, we mainly focus on three types of security
policy violations:

1. violation of role assignment,
2. violation of role-specific SoD constraint, and
3. violation of user-specific SoD constraint.

Definition 3.1 (role assignment violation). An interoperation
policy causes a violation of role assignment constraint of
domain k if it allows a user u of domain k to access a local role r

even though u is not directly assigned to r or any of the roles
that are senior to r in the role hierarchy of domain k.

Definition 3.2 (role-specific SoD violation). An interopera-
tion policy causes a violation of role-specific SoD constraint of
domain k if it allows a user to simultaneously access any two
conflicting roles ri and rj of domain k in the same session or in
concurrent sessions.

Definition 3.3 (user-specific SoD violation). Let Uc
r denote

the conflicting set of users for role r belonging to domain k. An
interoperation policy causes a violation of user-specific SoD
constraint of domain k if it allows any two distinct users from
the set Uc

r to access role r in the same session or in concurrent
sessions.

The following example illustrates the three types of
security violations defined above:

Example 1. Fig. 4a shows a multidomain policy that allows
collaboration between County Treasurer Office (CTO) and
County Clerk Office (CCO). The County Treasure Office has
the following roles: Tax Collection Manager (TCM), Tax
Assessment Clerk (TAC), Tax Billing Clerk (TBC), Tax
Collection Clerk (TCC), and Junior Tax Collection Clerk
(JTCC). TCM inherits all permissions of TCC which
further inherits the permissions of JTCC. The roles TAC
and TBC are junior to TCM in the activation hierarchy
semantics, implying that a user assigned to TCM can
assume the roles TAC and TBC without actually
activating TCM. However, an SoD constraint is specified
for TAC and TBC meaning that these roles cannot be
assumed by the same user simultaneously. There is a
user-specific SoD constraint between user u1 assigned to
TCM, and u2 assigned to TAC. This SoD constraint
prohibits u1 and u2 from assuming the role TAC
concurrently. The County Clerk Office has only two roles,
namely, Property Tax Manager (PTM) and Property Tax
Clerk (PTC) with PTM inheriting the permissions of PTC.
The multi-domain policy shown in Fig. 4a defines the
following interoperation between CTO and CCO:

1. TCM in the County Treasure Office inherits all the
permissions available to PTM in the County Clerk
Office.
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2. JTCC in the County Treasure Office inherits all the
permissions available to PTC in the County Clerk
Office.

3. PTM in the County Clerk Office inherits all the
permissions of TAC in the County Treasurer Office.

4. PTC in the County Clerk Office inherits all the
permissions of TCC in the County Treasurer Office.

The above multidomain policy leads to all three types
of security violations. It allows JTCC to access the
permissions of its senior role TCC through PTC, which
is a violation of role assignment constraint. Moreover, this
policy permits u1 to activate roles TCM and TBC
simultaneously. This leads to a violation of role-specific
SoD, as by activating the role TCM, u1 acquires the
permissions of the role TAC through PTM. Moreover, the
multidomain policy allows u1 to activate the role TCM
and u2 to assume the role TAC. u1 by activating TCM can
inherit permissions of TAC through the role PTM. This is
a violation of user-specific SoD constraint which prohibits u1

and u2 from accessing the role TAC simultaneously.

4 MULTIDOMAIN POLICY COMPOSITION

In this section, we elaborate on the policy merging step of
Fig. 2. We first discuss the information sharing policy and
the heterogeneity issues involved in composition of a
multidomain policy and then we describe the general
policy integration requirements that define the evaluation
criterion for verifying the correctness of the composed
interoperation policy. Finally, we present a policy merging
algorithm RBAC-integrate that composes an interoperation
policy from the RBAC policies of component domains.

4.1 Information Sharing Policy

In the policy merging step of Fig. 2, an interoperation policy
is composed from the access control policies of collaborat-
ing domains. Note that a domain may not allow complete
sharing of its data and resource objects. We will use the
word object interchangeably for both data and resources.
An object can be a file, a database relation/view, or an I/O
device, etc. For each of the sharable objects, the following
information needs to be provided by the controller/owner
domain of that object:

1. Domains which can access the object.
2. Sanitization requirements of an object before it is

shared with other domains. For instance, an object
can be completely shared, or partially shared or the
object cannot be shared as is, but only certain
derived properties of the object are shareable
(statistical information);

3. Access permissions (read, write, execute, etc.,) over
an object that are available to subjects of external
domains.

4. Any specific condition for sharing. For instance, an
object can be shared (completely or partially) with a
crossdomain subject only if a crossdomain subject
has local access to certain attributes of the object in
its own domain.

Fig. 4b depicts a policy for sharing delinquent property tax
information between County Treasurer Office (CTO) and
County Clerk Office (CCO). CTO maintains electronic records
of tax defaulters containing information such as tax
defaulters’ names and social security numbers (SSN),
delinquent property indices, and tax amount owed to local

government, redemption cost, tax sale plea filed in district
court, and details of other property/properties owned by
the tax defaulter. Delinquent taxes can be sold to third
parties after obtaining the tax sale order issued by the
district court. The County Clerk Office (CCO), which keeps
records of all court proceedings is responsible for providing
the tax sale orders and other court documents related to
delinquent tax holder to CTO and other concerned
agencies/departments. Similarly, CCO is allowed to access
the information of delinquent property, maintained by
CTO, for record keeping. In order to keep privacy of
personal/unrelated information, not all the information
about the tax defaulter needs to be shared between the two
domains. For instance, the information about other real-
estate property owned by the tax defaulter is kept private
and is not shared with CCO unless such property is
declared delinquent. Similarly, CTO is not allowed to access
any information from CCO other than tax indictment
record, tax sale order, and local tax lien records. For this
purpose, the tax defaulter record in the CTO is partitioned
into three objects: Ocom, OsT, and OrT. OrT is classified
information that cannot be shared with the CCO. OsT is a
shareable object and can be accessed by CCO. Similarly, the
record in the CCO is partitioned into Ocom, OsC, and OrC,
where OrC is confidential information, and OsC can be
released to CTO. The object Ocom contains the information
about the name and social security number of the defaulted
person and is common to both domains. CTO can access
only those records from CCO domain for which there is a
corresponding Ocom object in the delinquent tax table.
Similarly, CCO can access tax/property information of only
those tax holders for which the Ocom from court records
matches with the Ocom of the delinquent tax record.

4.2 Heterogeneity Issues in Policy Composition

Composition of a global policy that governs interoperation in
a multidomain system is a challenging problem. One key
aspect of this complex problem is heterogeneity. There are
various types of heterogeneity that need to be addressed as a
part of the policy integration mechanism. The heterogeneity
may arise because of naming conflicts, role hierarchies, or
other policyconstraints. Naming conflicts arise because of the
use of the same names to represent different conceptual
entities (homonym) or different names to represent same
conceptual entities (synonym). Accordingly, there may be
naming conflicts among interdomain roles or objects. Nam-
ing conflicts can be resolved using schema integration
techniques from thedatabase area [11], [24]. These techniques
require the use of a global lexicon to extract the conceptual
meaning of attributes from their names. Additionally,
domain-based and value-set-based comparisons can be
performed for refinement [18]. Since a role is a collection of
objects/permissions, resolving naming conflicts at the role
level is difficult. Therefore, naming conflicts should be
resolved at the object/permission level. Once the naming
heterogeneity is resolved at the object/permission level, roles
from different domains can be compared and mapped
accordingly. Mapping of cross domain roles allows inter-
operation as explained in the next section.

In addition to naming conflicts, heterogeneity among
multiple domains may exist in role hierarchies and in other
dynamic constraints such as SoD and cardinality constraints.
Hierarchical heterogeneity among domains’ policies may
arise because of two reasons: 1) use of different role
hierarchies (inheritance I, activation A, inheritance-activa-
tion IA, hybrid [15]) by different collaborating domains;
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2) domains may use different hierarchical ordering to
represent same authorizations for a given role. The follow-
ing example illustrates the two types of hierarchical
heterogeneity that may exist between two or more cross
domain roles.

Example 2. Consider the Senior Clerk (SC) and Junior Clerk
(JC) roles of the City Clerk Office shown in Fig. 5a. The
hierarchical relationship between SC and JC is given by
A-hierarchy, SC � A JC, i.e., SC cannot directly inherit
the permissions associated with the role JC. Suppose
permission p1 is assigned to role SC and p2 to JC. Fig. 5b
shows the RBAC graph of County Clerk Office with two
roles Clerk (C) and Assistant Clerk (AC). The Clerk role
(C) inherits all the permissions of Assistant Clerk,
C � I AC. Note that the roles C and AC are assigned
the same permissions as the roles SC and JC. However,
roles SC and C are not equivalent because SC is not
authorized for permission p2, whereas C can directly
access p2 without activating any junior roles. The
difference in authorization of the two roles is because of
different types of hierarchy used in the two domains. It
can also be noted in Fig. 5 that the Accountant role in the
City Clerk Office has the same permission authorization as
the Clerk role in the County Clerk Office, even though the
hierarchical ordering for the two roles is different.

4.3 Policy Integration Requirements (PIR)

The following PIRs define the correctness semantics of an
interoperation policy composed from the RBAC policies of
collaborating domains. In order to be consistent with the
RBAC semantics, we define the policy integration require-
ments using the graph-based formalism described in
Section 3.1.

1. Element preservation: Each element (role, user, and
permission) in the input RBAC graph should have a
corresponding element in the multidomain graph G.

2. Relationship preservation: Each relationship in the
input graph should be preserved in the multidomain
graph G.

3. User authorization preservation: In the multidomain
graph G, for any user u of a domain k, the authoriza-
tion set of u over the objects of domain k should not be
different from the authorization set specified or
implied in the input RBAC policy of domain k.

4. Order independence: The order in which policies are
integrated should not influence the output of policy
integration operation.

5. Constraint satisfaction: The multidomain RBAC graph
G must satisfy all the constraints of the input RBAC
policies. In particular, no access that results in a
violation of security constraints of collaborating
domains can be acquired from the multidomain
RBAC graph. The security constraints in RBAC
policy include role assignment, role hierarchy, and
SoD constraints.

The first three PIRs are important in ensuring that the
authorizations of users to local resources remain unaffected
in the multidomain environment and any modification in
the domain policies as a result of interoperation remains
transparent to the users. In particular, the access privileges
of users to local resources and the access methods by which
such privileges are acquired prior to interoperation should
not be changed in the multidomain policy. PIR 4 entails that
the final outcome of the policy integration step should not
be influenced by the order in which policies are integrated.
If the integration mechanism depends on the order in which
policies are combined, then one must find an integration
order that gives maximum interoperation with minimum
overhead. However, restricting the integration order may
not be an attractive option as in most collaborative
environments domains join or leave collaboration any time.
PIR 5 defines the security requirements of the interopera-
tion policy in terms of the constraints of access control
policies of collaborating domains. In the context of RBAC,
the security constraints are defined with respect to user-role
assignment, role hierarchy, and SoD constraints. All these
security constraints of collaborating domains need to be
preserved in the composed interoperation policy.

4.4 Merging of RBAC Policies

In this section, we focus on the issue of composing a global
access control policy from the access control policies of
collaborating domains. The global policy governs both
intradomain and interdomain information and resource
exchange. In RBAC context, integration of access control
policies involves defining a mapping between crossdomain
roles. A role mapping MAB is a function that maps a role of
domain A to a role of domain BðMAB : RA ! RBÞ. By virtue of
this role mapping, any user authorized for a role, say ra, in
domain A is allowed to access all the permissions of the
mapped role, say rb, in domain BðMABðraÞ ¼ rbÞ.

We propose a policy merging algorithm, RBAC-integrate,
that merges the RBAC policies of component domains by
comparing and mapping crossdomain roles. The proposed
policy merging algorithm finds an interdomain role map-
ping based on the permission assignment and hierarchical
ordering of corresponding roles. The permission assignment
includes both directly assigned permissions as well as
inherited permissions. A permission p is a pair pðo; aÞ, where
o is the object and a is the access mode. We assume that
objects in the RBAC model are organized into conceptual
classes, e.g., account tables, insurance claims, and audit
reports, etc. Two crossdomain permissions pA : ðOA; aAÞ and
pB : ðOB; aBÞ of domains A and B, respectively, are termed
equivalent if the crossdomain objects OA and OB belong to
the same conceptual class and the permissions pA and pB are
declared shareable in their respective domain policies.

Using the above assumptions and the permission
assignments of roles over objects, four types of relations
can be defined between two crossdomain roles rA and rB
belonging to domain A and domain B, respectively. The
functions and predicates used in defining these relations
are listed in Table 1.
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1. Contain: rA contains rB if the following hold:

a. The permission set PsetðrBÞ of role rB is included
in the permission set PsetðrAÞ of role rA.

8j9i : ðOBj
; aÞ 2 PsetðrBÞ )

ðOAi
; aÞ 2 PsetðrAÞ ^ classðOAi

Þ ¼ classðOBj
Þ

� �� �
:

b. All the permissions in the set PsetðrBÞ are
shareable with domain A. Formally,

8j : ðOBj
; aÞ 2 PsetðrBÞ ) shareableðOBj

; a; AÞ:

2. Equivalent: rA is equivalent to rB if rA contains rB and
rB contains rA.

3. Overlap: rA overlaps rB if PsetðrAÞ and PsetðrBÞ have
some common shareable permissions and neither rA
contains rB nor rB contains rA. Formally,

9i;j:classðOAi
Þ ¼ classðOBj

Þ ^ ½ðOAi
;aÞ 2 PsetðrAÞ ^ ðOBj

;aÞ2PsetðrBÞ

^shareableðOAi
;a;BÞ ^ shareableðOBj

;a;AÞ�

 !

^
:ðrA contains rBÞ^

:ðrB contains rAÞ

� �
:

4. Not related: rA is not related to rB, if roles rA and rB do
not share any common permissions. Formally,

:9i; j : classðOAi
Þ ¼ classðOBj

Þ ^ ½ðOAi
; aÞ

2 PsetðrAÞ ^ ðOBj
; aÞ 2 PsetðrBÞ�:

Fig. 6 shows the proposed policy merging algorithm,
RBAC-integrate, that merges RBAC policies of n domains to
produce a global multidomain policy. The input parameter
Gi represents the RBAC policy of domain i specified in
graphical form. This algorithm iteratively combines the
RBAC policies of component domains in a pair-wise
manner. In the first iteration, a composite RBAC policy is
composed from domains 1 and 2 by calling the procedure,
role-integrate, with the senior-most roles of domains 1 and 2,
respectively. In the subsequent iterations, the RBAC policy
of a new domain is combined with the merged RBAC policy
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obtained in previous iteration. After n� 1 iterations, the
RBAC policies of all n domains are merged to produce a
global multidomain policy. In each iteration, after calling
role-integrate, all the newly created redundant roles are
removed from the integrated RBAC graph. Redundant
roles are created during the process of policy merging and
do not have any user or permission assignment. Removal of
redundant roles is essential to satisfy the order indepen-
dence (PIR 4) requirement in the merged policy.

The procedure, role-integrate, maps interdomain roles
based on their permission assignment and hierarchical
ordering. role-integrate is a recursive algorithm that uses
bottom-up strategy to establish role equivalence across two
domains. The algorithm basically checks all interdomain
roles for one of the above four relations. If the roles do not
share any permission, then it returns without doing any-
thing. If the interdomain roles say, r1 and r2, are equivalent
in their permission assignment and hierarchical ordering,

then they are linked together by defining a bidirectional
mapping between r1 and r2, i.e., r1 � I r2 and r2 � I r1. A
role mapping r1 � I r2 is represented in the RBAC graph by
an I-hierarchy edge from r1 to r2. Linking two interdomain
roles r1 and r2 through a bidirectional mapping implies that
a user say ui, authorized for role r1 inherits all the
permissions of role r2. Similarly, a user uj authorized for
role r2 inherits all permissions in the authorization set of r1.
Role-integrate calls link function (shown in Fig. 7) for
bidirectional mapping of crossdomain equivalent roles r1
and r2. In addition, conflicting role sets of r1 and r2 and all
their senior roles that have an inheritance path to r1 and r2,
and all the roles that conflict with r1 and r2 and their senior
roles are updated in the link function. This update in the
conflicting role sets is essential to preserve the hierarchical
consistency property of the RBAC model which requires
that the conflicting role set of a junior role must be
contained in the conflicting role set of the senior role [7].
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As a result of this update in conflicting role sets, new
SoD constraints are added between roles which do not
conflict with each other in their original domain RBAC
policy. We will use the term induced SoD constraint to denote
such SoD constraints that are not present in the domains’
original RBAC policies. A formal definition of induced
SoD constraint is given in Section 5.3.

In the presence of multiple hierarchy types, an addition of
roles in the conflicting role sets may lead to a situation in
which two conflicting roles, say r2 and r3, have a common
ancestor, say r1, which inherits both roles r2 and r3, (i.e.,
r1 � �

I r2; r1 � �
I r3). This situation can be avoided by making

r2 and r3 conflicting roles only if they do not have a common
ancestor role that inherits them. For instance, in Fig. 8b an
induced SoD constraint is definedbetween roles r2 and r3 when
these roles are mapped to conflicting roles r4 and r5,
respectively. Both r2 and r3 have a common ancestor role r1;
however, r1 does not inherit the permissions of role r2 and r3
as it is related to r2 and r3 in the A-hierarchy semantics.

Two crossdomain roles may also have a subset-superset
(containment) or overlapping relationship. Role r1 is
contained in r2 if the set of all permissions directly assigned
to r1 is contained in the set of permissions directly assigned
to r2, and all the roles that are junior to r1 in the I-hierarchy
semantics are also junior to r2 in the I-hierarchy semantics.
Note that the containment relation mentioned here is
slightly different from the containment relation defined
earlier. In this case, hierarchical ordering is also considered
in addition to permission assignment in defining the
containment relationship between two roles. If r2 contains
r1, then a junior role r2j is created by calling split function
shown in Fig. 7. In the split function, all the permissions and
junior roles (I-hierarchy semantics) common to both r1 and

r2 are removed from r2 and are assigned to r2j. After

permission reassignment, r2j and r1 are linked together

through a bidirectional mapping, i.e., r1 � I r2j and
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and B.



r2j � I r1. If r1 and r2 overlap but none of the roles contain
each other, then two new roles r1j and r2j are created and
made junior to r1 and r2, respectively. Permissions and
junior roles common to both r1 and r2 are removed from the
senior roles r1 and r2 and assigned to the roles r1j and r2j.
After this permission and role assignments, a bidirectional
mapping (r1j � I r2j and r2j � I r1j) is defined between r1j
and r2j.

The policy merging algorithm, RBAC-integrate, runs in
polynomial time and has a worst-case complexity of
OðnjP j3Þ, where n is the number of input domains and jP j
is the total number of permissions in the multidomain
system.

In Section 6, we provide an example of an interoperation
policy generated by merging the access control policies of
various county offices including County Clerk Office (CCO),
County Treasurer Office (CTO), and County Attorney Office
(CAO). These county offices collaborate with each other for
collection and sale of real-estate taxes on property parcels
located within the jurisdiction of the concerned county.
Figs. 11a, 11b, and 11c show the graphical representation of
RBAC policies of CCO, CTO, and CAO domains prior to
merging and Figs. 11d, 11e, and 11f depict the RBAC graph
of these domains after defining crossdomain role mappings.

5 AN OPTIMAL CONFLICT RESOLUTION TECHNIQUE

The policy merging algorithm described above takes as
input the RBAC policies of the domains and composes a
multidomain policy which allows interdomain role accesses
and is homogeneous in terms of role hierarchies and
permission assignments. However, the multidomain policy
created in this phase may be inconsistent and may not
completely satisfy the collaborating domains’ security
requirements. Moreover, security administrator(s), in
charge of the global security policy, can define additional
interdomain accesses in the form of role mappings. These
administrator-specified role mappings may also conflict
with the access control policies of individual domains. For
instance, in Figs. 11d and 11e, mapping the role LSO of CCO
domain to the role DTA of CTO domain violates the role-
specific SoD constraint between roles DTA and DTM10 of
CTO. This role mapping enables user u6 to access role DTA
through the role LSO. Also, the bidirectional role mapping
between R1011 and DTM10 allows user u6 to access role
DTM10 through R1011. This is a violation of the SoD
constraint defined between roles DTA and DTM in the
original RBAC policy of CTO domain shown in Fig. 11a.

The solution to this problem is to remove one of the
following role mappings: 1) LSO : CCO � I DTA : CTO
and 2) R1011 : CCO � I DTM10 : CTO. This raises an
important question: Which role mapping from the set of
conflicting mappings should be removed so that the
security and autonomy constraints of collaborating domains
are not violated? Although, removal of crossdomain role
mappings resolves conflicts in the given interoperation
policy, it also changes the set of allowable accesses and an
arbitrary selection of removable role mappings may
significantly reduce interoperation. A conflict resolution
mechanism is needed that resolves policy conflicts among
the collaborating domains in an optimal manner. The
problem of conflict resolution in a given multidomain
RBAC policy can be formulated as an optimization problem
with the objective of maximizing permitted accesses
according to some prespecified optimality criterion. Various

optimality measures such as maximum data sharing [10]
and maximum prioritized accesses can be used.

5.1 IP Formulation of a Multidomain RBAC Policy

In the following, we describe an approach for formulating
the multidomain policy integration problem into an integer
program (IP) [25]. The proposed IP formulation is generic in
the sense that it can work for any of the above mentioned
optimality criteria. Changing the optimality measure in our
formulation only requires changing the weights in the
objective function.

In the IP formulation of the RBAC policy, all the
constraints such as role-assignment, SoD, permitted, and
restricted access constraints are defined using linear
inequalities. The variables used in these inequalities convey
both user and role information. For instance, the variables
are of the form uirj where the first subscript i identifies the
user and the second subscript rj specifies the role. The
variable uirj is a binary variable, i.e., it can take a value of
“0” or “1” only. If the variable uirj ¼ 1, then user ui is
authorized for role rj, otherwise ui is not authorized for rj
and cannot access role rj by any means. If user ui and role rj
are from different domains and uirj ¼ 0, then in the role
graph, there should not be any path from the user node ui to
the role node rj. Note that the given multidomain RBAC
policy may be inconsistent and a path may exist between
user ui from one domain and role rj from another domain,
and in the solution to the IP problem uirj ¼ 0. This
inconsistency is resolved by dropping an interdomain role
mapping edge that lies in the path between the user node ui

and role node rj.

5.1.1 Constraint Transformation Rules

In the following, we list the transformation rules to generate
IP constraint inequalities for an RBAC policy. In specifying
the rules we denote by Uk and Rk the set of users and roles
of domain k, respectively; we also denote by U the union of
all Uks and by R the union of all Rks.

1. For each domain k, if a user ui 2 Uk is not authorized
for a role rj 2 Rk by the access control policy of
domain k, then uirj ¼ 0.

2. For a user ui 2 U and role rj 2 R, if domainðuiÞ 6¼
domainðrjÞ and ui cannot inherit the permissions of
role rj, then uirj ¼ 0.

3. Let Au be the set of users assigned to a role rj. At
least one user from the set Au must be able to access
role rj. Formally,

P
ui2Au

uirj > 0.

4. Let uirj ¼ 1 and a role rk exists such that
domainðrjÞ ¼ domainðrkÞ and rj � I rk, then ui is
also authorized to access role rk, i.e., uirk ¼ 1.

5. Consider a user ui and a role rk such that
domainðuiÞ 6¼ domainðrkÞ. Let Rm be a set of roles
such that for all rm 2 Rm, domainðrmÞ ¼ domainðrkÞ.
Also, in the RBAC graph, there is a path from ui to
rm and rm � I rk. We define two roles sets Rc and
Rpc as follows:

Rc ¼ frjr � I rk ^ domainðrkÞ 6¼ domainðrÞg
Rpc ¼ frpj9r 2 Rc such thatðrp ¼ r ^ u assignðu; rÞÞ

_ ðrp � I r ^ domainðrÞ ¼ domainðrpÞÞg:

The following inequalities define the conditions for a
user ui to access role rk:
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a. 8rm 2 Rm; uirm � uirk � 0.
b.

P
rm2Rm

uirm þ
P

rn2Rc

uirn � uirk � 0.

c.
P

rm2Rm

uirm þ
P

rp2Rpc

uirp � uirk � 0.

The above set of constraint implies that a user ui may
access a cross domain role rk only if one of the
following two conditions holds:

1. ui is authorized for a crossdomain role rm such
that domainðrmÞ ¼ domainðrkÞ and rm � I rk.

2. ui is authorized for role rn and there is an
interdomain role mapping from rn to rk.

Condition 5c is necessary to avoid any localized

assignment of 1 to variables uirk and uirn , where

uirn 2 Rc.
6. Consider any two users ui and uj and a role rj.

Suppose ui is authorized to access role rk, i.e.,
uirk ¼ 1. Suppose that a crossdomain role mapping
exists from role rk to role rl. If user ui is able to access
rl through the crossdomain mapping link ðrk; rlÞ,
then user uj, if authorized for role rk, can also access
rl through the mapping link ðrk; rlÞ. Formally,

if domainðuiÞ ¼ domainðujÞ ¼ domainðrkÞ
then uirk � uirlð Þ � ujrk � ujrl

� �
¼ 0

else ðuirk � uirlÞ � ðujrk � ujrlÞ � 0:

7. A role specific SoD constraint may exist between
two intradomain or interdomain roles. In the
graph model, the SoD constraint between two
conflicting roles rj and rk is represented by a
double-headed arrow between roles rj and rk. In
the IP formulation, this SoD constraint can be
written as: uirj þ uirk � 1, for all users ui such that
ui can access either rj or rk.

8. Suppose that a SoD constraint exists between two
intradomain roles rm and rn induced by cross-
domain roles rk and rl. This induced SoD
constraint can be written in equation form as:
uirm þ uirn þ uirk þ uirl � 3, for all users ui such
that ui can access either rm or rn.

9. Let Ukc be the set of conflicting users for role rk. At
most, one user in the set Ukc is allowed to access or
activate role rk at any given time. Formally,X

ui2Ukc

uirk � 1:

5.2 Optimality Criteria and Weight Assignment

The IP constraints described in the above section are used to
define security requirements of collaborating domains’
RBAC policies. Once the RBAC constraints are transformed
into linear IP constraints by using the above transformation
rules, the multidomain RBAC policy can be formulated as
the following integer programming problem:

maximize cTur

Subject to Aur � b
8uirj 2 ur; uirj ¼ 0 or 1;

where A is the constraint matrix and c is a vector defining
the optimality criteria in terms of the weight of the decision
variables corresponding to user-role authorizations. The

main purpose of formulating the multidomain RBAC policy
into an IP problem is to find a feasible solution (a set of
users to role authorization) that maximizes the objective
function according to the given optimality criterion without
violating the security constraints of underlying domains.
Various optimality measures such as maximum data
sharing and maximum prioritized accesses can be used.
Maximum data sharing does not consider any priority
among the interdomain accesses and involves maximizing
the overall interdomain accessibility. Maximum data shar-
ing can be specified in the objective function as a sum of all
decision variables representing interdomain user to role
accesses, i.e., all cis corresponding to the crossdomain user-
role variables are assigned a value of “1” and the remaining
cis are set to “0.”

In some cases, certain crossdomain accesses have a
higher priority than the others. Therefore, such accesses
need to be assigned a higher weight for increasing their
chances of retention in the final policy. The weight of a
given crossdomain access is defined relative to the weights
of conflicting accesses that can be removed in favor of the
given access. We assume that domains may specify their
preference for retention of some of the crossdomain
accesses by indicating which accesses should supersede
conflicting accesses. Based on this priority specification, the
weights of the corresponding user-role access variables in
the objective function are determined. For instance, con-
sider the following four conflicting crossdomain accesses
represented by user-role variables: ur1, ur2, ur3, and ur4. Let
c1, c2, c3, and c4, respectively, denote their weights. Suppose
the following rules specify the relative priorities of these
accesses:

1. ur1 supersedes the individual accesses ur2, ur3, and
ur4, implying that either ur2 or ur3 or ur4 can be
removed in favor of ur1.

2. ur1 also supersedes ur2 þ ur3, implying that if there is
a choice of retaining the single crossdomain access
ur1 or two crossdomain accesses ur2 and ur3, then ur1

is retained and both ur2 and ur3 are removed.
3. ur2 þ ur4 and ur3 þ ur4 supersede the crossdomain

access ur1, implying that the single crossdomain
access ur1 can be removed in favor of joint accesses
ur2 and rr4 or ur3 and ur4.

4. ur4 supersedes the individual accesses ur2 and ur3.

The weight assignment corresponding to this priority
specification is given by: c4 > maxfc2; c3g and

maxfc4; c2 þ c3g < c1 < ðc2 þ c3 þ c3Þ:
It can be noticed that changing the weights of decision

variables impact the degree of interoperability and auton-
omy of individual domains. In Section 6, we explain that a
trade-off exist between the two metrics which depends on
weight selection.

5.3 Autonomy Consideration

One key requirement of policy integration is to maintain the
autonomy of all collaborating domains. However, preser-
ving the autonomy of individual domains may significantly
reduce interoperation and in some cases may not allow
interoperation at all. In other words, there is a trade-off
between seeking interoperability and preserving autonomy.
In the RBAC policy integration framework, violation of a
domain’s autonomy occurs because of the following two
reasons:
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Induced SoD constraint: An induced SoD constraint is a SoD
constraint between two intradomain roles, say ra and rb,
which do not conflict with each other in their original
domain’s RBAC policy. Such a SoD constraint is caused by
conflicting crossdomain roles, say rc and rd, for which the
following hold:

a. domainðrcÞ 6¼ domainðraÞ ¼ domainðrbÞ.
b. domainðrdÞ 6¼ domainðraÞ ¼ domainðrbÞ.
c.

conf � rsetðrc; rdÞ^
ðra � I rc ^ rb � I rdÞ _ ðrb � I rc ^ ra � I rdÞ½ �:

Fig. 8b illustrates an induced SoD constraint between roles
r2 and r3 of domain A caused by roles r4 and r5 of domain B.
Note that in the original RBAC policy of domain A, shown
in Fig. 8a, r2 and r3 are nonconflicting. As a result of this
induced SoD constraint, user u1 who in the domain A’s
original policy is authorized to access role r2 and r3
simultaneously, cannot access these roles concurrently in
the multidomain system.

Asymmetric cardinality of mapped roles: There are various
types of cardinalities associated with a given role, for
instance, role-assignment cardinality, role-activation car-
dinality, per-user role-assignment cardinality, and per user
role activation cardinality [15]. For simplicity of discussion,
we only consider role-activation cardinality which is
defined as the maximum number of concurrent accesses
of a role allowed by a given RBAC policy. For a consistent
RBAC policy, the cardinality of a senior role should not be
greater than the cardinality of any of the junior roles that are
related to the senior role in the I-hierarchy semantics [7].
Accordingly, a role mapping relation ra : A � I rb : B
between the crossdomain roles ra and rb of domains A
and B, respectively, becomes inconsistent if the cardinality
of ra is greater than the cardinality of rb. In order to avoid an
inconsistent role mapping due to asymmetric cardinalities
of mapped roles, the cardinality of the senior role in the
mapping relation is reduced to the cardinality of the junior
role. For instance, in the mapping relation ra : A � I rb : B, if
ra has a cardinality constraint of three and rb has a
cardinality constraint of one, then the cardinality of ra is
decreased to one to ensure a consistent mapping. This
reduction in the role cardinality of ra can be considered as a
violation of domain A’s autonomy as the number of
concurrent accesses of ra allowed in the original RBAC
policy of domain A are not permitted under this inter-
operation policy. On the other hand, retaining the original
cardinalities of interoperable roles may lead to security
violations. Obviously, the third option is to disallow any
crossdomain accesses via roles with asymmetric cardinal-
ities. This option reduces interoperation between two
otherwise similar crossdomain roles. Fig. 13 depicts the
trade-off between interoperability and autonomy in a
graphical manner. A discussion of this graph is presented
in Section 6.

In general, composition of a global multidomain policy
that allows interoperation among multiple domains without
any violation of collaborating domains’ security and
autonomy is not a feasible task. In almost any collaborative
environment, violation of any domain’s security policy is
not permissible. However, domains may be willing to
compromise their autonomy for the sake of establishing
more interoperability provided the autonomy losses remain

within the acceptable limits. In the following, we describe
how this autonomy relaxation condition can be incorpo-
rated as a constraint in the IP problem.

Let LA denote the set of all crossdomain role mappings
that either reduces role cardinalities of domain A or adds
induced SoD constraints between roles of domain A. The
overall autonomy loss of domain A caused byLA is given by:

ALðLAÞ ¼

Total number of local accesses without

any cross-domain role mapping link

� �
�

Total number of local accesses in

presence of all role-mapping

links in LA

0
B@

1
CA

Total number of local accesses without

any cross-domain role mapping link

� � :

The above expression can also be used for computing

autonomy losses of a domain caused by individual role-

mappings. However, the aggregate of all link-level

autonomy losses may be greater than the overall auton-

omy loss of a domain, i.e., ALðLAÞ �
P
l2LA

ALðflgÞ. The

reason for this discrepancy is that some common local

accesses may be reduced by multiple crossdomain role-

mapping links; therefore, reduction of these accesses is

considered multiple times in the link-level aggregate.

Based on the commonality of reduction of local accesses,

we define a set SiðSi � LAÞ for every crossdomain role

mapping link li such that all local accesses of domain A

reduced by li are also reduced by each role mapping link

lkinSi. In order to keep the autonomy losses of a domain

within a certain threshold value, say �, the following

autonomy constraint can be added in the IP problem:

X
li2LA

Y
lk2Si;i6¼k

ð1� urkÞ
 !

ALðfligÞuri

þ
X

ðlp;lq2LAÞ^ind sodðlp;lqÞ
ALðflp; lqgÞurpurq � �:

The first sum in the above constraint captures the
autonomy losses due to role cardinality reduction. The
decision variable uriðurkÞ corresponds to the retention of
crossdomain role mapping link liðlkÞ, i.e., the link liðlkÞ is
retained in the final policy if uri ¼ 1ðurk ¼ 1Þ. The term
½
Q
ð1� urkÞ�ALðliÞuri implies that the role mapping link li

causes an autonomy loss of ALðfligÞ if no other role
mapping link in the set Si is retained in the final policy.
If a role mapping link lk 2 Si is retained, then the
autonomy loss due to li is not considered in computing
the overall autonomy loss because all the local accesses
reduced by li are also reduced by lk, implying that the
autonomy loss due to the link li is covered by the
autonomy loss due to link lk. The second sumP

ALðflp; lqgÞurpurq in the above constraint captures the
autonomy loss caused by all role mapping pairs which
results in the addition of induced SoD constraints in
domain A. The binary predicate ind-sod holds for any two
crossdomain mappings lp, and lq if their retention in the
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final policy requires the addition of induced SoD
constraint. The following example illustrates the formula-
tion of IP constraints including the autonomy relaxation
constraint for the multidomain RBAC policy of Fig. 8.

Example 3. Consider two collaborating domains A and B
with their respective RBAC policies shown in Fig. 8a. The
multidomain RBAC policy that allows interdomain
accesses between A and B is shown in Fig. 8b. The
bidirectional role mapping between r3 and r5 and the
administrator-specified mapping r5 : B �I r1 : A that
allows role r5 to inherit permission of role r1 makes this
multidomain policy inconsistent. These two role map-
pings enable user u3, assigned to the junior role r3, to
assume the senior role r1, which is a violation of role-
assignment constraint. This conflict can be resolved by
either removing the role mapping r3 : A � I r5 : B or
r5 : B � I r1 : A. In both cases, the number of crossdomain
accesses will remain the same. Note that the SoD
constraint between r2 and r3 is an induced SoD constraint.
This SoD constraint is caused by the role mappings r3 :
A � I r5 : B and r2 : A � I r4 : B, and reduces local
accesses of domain A from six to five, causing an
autonomy loss of 16.67 percent. Suppose the maximum
autonomy loss allowed by domain A is 10 percent. This
autonomy relaxation constraint can be specified as:
16:67ðu3r5u2r4Þ � 10, where u3r5 ¼ 1ðu2r4 ¼ 1Þ implies that
the role mapping r3 : A � I r5 : Bðr2 : A � I r4 : BÞ is
retained in the final interoperation policy. The IP
formulation of the multidomain policy of Fig. 8b is shown
in Fig. 9. Note that in the objective function, all the
decision variables representing crossdomain role accesses
are assigned a weight of one, implying that the optimality
criterion is to maximize all crossdomain role accesses. An
optimal solution to the IP problem shown in Fig. 9 has
following values of crossdomain variable: u1r4 ¼ 0,
u1r5 ¼ 0, u2r4 ¼ 1, u3r5 ¼ 0, u4r2 ¼ 1, u5r1 ¼ 1, u5r3 ¼ 1,

and u5r6 ¼ 1. Since u3r3 ¼ 1 (constraint c9 in Fig. 9), and
u3r5 ¼ 0, the crossdomain role mapping r3 � I r5 needs to
be removed from themultidomain RBAC graph of Fig. 8b.
Removal of the role mapping r3 � I r5 also invalidates the
induced SoD constraint between r2 and r3. Thus, the
resulting multidomain policy does not cause any auton-
omy loss of domain A.

5.4 Conflict Resolution Algorithm

Fig. 10 shows an algorithm ConfRes for resolving conflicts
from the RBAC graph G representing the multidomain
policy. This algorithm first transforms the RBAC policy
constraints into IP constraints using the rules given in
Section 5.1.1. Before transforming RBAC policy constraints
into IP constraints, dummy users are assigned to two
classes of roles which do not have any user assigned to
them. Class one includes those roles which do not have any
senior role in the inheritance hierarchy semantics. The
assignment of dummy users to class one roles that do not
have a prior user-assignment ensures that all the roles
appear in the IP constraint equations, which is essential for
conflict resolution. Class two includes roles which have a
nonempty set of conflicting users. The dummy user udj

assigned to a class two role rj is also included in all the
conflicting sets of users for role rj. Since udj is the only user
assigned to rj therefore udjrj ¼ 1 (by transformation rule 2).
This prohibits any user uk that conflicts with udj for role rj
to inherit the permissions of rj through a senior role rs
without activating rj. Once all the IP constraints are
defined, the IP problem is solved using the optimality
criterion embedded in the objective function. Based on the
solution of the IP problem, the graph G is modified by
removing the conflicting crossdomain role mapping edges
and the corresponding induced SoD constraints. The
resulting graph defines the multidomain policy that
satisfies the security requirements of all collaborating
domains. This is formally proved in Section 7.
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6 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

In this section, we illustrate the proposed policy integra-
tion framework by considering interoperation among
various offices of a county for collection and sale of
real-state tax on property parcels located within the
jurisdiction of concerned county. The concerned county
offices include: County Clerk Office (CCO), County Treasure
Office (CTO), County Attorney Office (CAO), District Clerk
Office (DCO), and District Courts (DC). These offices/
departments share information among each other for
budget planning, tax billing and collection, sale of
delinquent taxes, auditing, and other legal purposes.
Each county office keeps the information owned by it in
its local databases. Integration of these local databases is
needed to provide interdomain information access cap-
ability. Such an integration not only expedites the process
of tax collection and sale by providing immediate access
to timely, accurate, and complete information, but also
improves the productivity of existing staff by reducing
redundant data collection efforts among the county
departments.

In order to establish interoperation among various
county offices, the access control policies of the collaborat-
ing county offices need to be integrated. Due to space
limitation, we only focus on interoperation among three
county offices: CCO, CTO, and CAO. Table 2 lists the roles,
job description, and permissions associated with each role
of all three county offices. The permission authorization in
Table 2 defines the access rights or permissions available to
the corresponding roles on local as well as crossdomain
information objects. As mentioned in Section 4.1, an
information sharing policy is needed that explicitly speci-
fies the access rights available to crossdomain roles over a
local object and the conditions under which such access is
granted. Table 3 shows the information sharing policy of

information/data objects that can be shared among the
collaborating county offices. The letters W, R, and A in the
access mode columns indicate write, read, and approve,
respectively. Note that in the information sharing policy
listed in Table 3, domains that own information objects do
not indicate the actual foreign domain roles that can inherit
the permissions of their local objects. Rather the owner
domains only specify the conditions that must be fulfilled
by crossdomain roles in order to access foreign objects.
Identifying the prospective crossdomain roles that can
access a given object requires the knowledge of the
organization hierarchy and access control policies of other
collaborating domains. Acquisition of this knowledge may
not be feasible as domains may not be willing to reveal their
access control policies to others. It is therefore the
responsibility of the policy integration mechanism to
determine the roles that satisfy the condition for accessing
each others information objects and map them accordingly.

The RBAC policy graphs of the county offices (CTO,
CCO, and CAO) prior to role mapping are shown in
Figs. 11a, 11b, and 11c. Figs. 11d, 11e, and 11f depict the
policy graphs of these county offices after mapping cross
domain roles. The proposed role-mapping algorithm RBAC-
integrate generates a bidirectional mapping between cross-
domain roles that are equivalent in their permission assign-
ment and have similar role hierarchy. In addition, the global
security policy administrator(s) may also define cross-
domain role mapping for specifying interoperation require-
ments. In Figs. 11d, 11e, and 11f, the edge from a local role to
a foreign role defines the crossdomain role mapping. A local
role, in Figs. 11d, 11e, and 11f is shown as a shaded oval with
solid outline, whereas a foreign role is depicted with a
dashed-outlined oval. The annotations within the dashed
oval describe both the names and domains of the foreign
roles to which a local role is mapped. For instance, in
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Fig. 11d, the dashed oval with annotations PLAT09 : CAO
and ACAT:CAO represent two foreign roles PLAT09 and
ACAT of domain CAO. A local role DTM of Domain CTO is
mapped to both PLAT09 and ACAT as shown by the edge
fromDTM to the corresponding foreign roles PLAT09 : CAO
and ACAT:CAO. The mapping from DTM to ACAT:CAO is
an administrator-specified mapping as indicated by the
annotation “admin.” The role mapping defines inheritance
relationship between crossdomain roles. For instance, in
Fig. 11d, the role mapping from DTM:CTO to ACAT:CAO
(DTM:CTO � I ACAT:CAO) implies that a user, say u1,
authorized for the local role DTM can inherit the permis-
sions of a foreign role ACAT of domain CAO through DTM.
Note that crossdomain roles are related by the I-hierarchy
semantics only, which implies that user u1 of CTO cannot
access the permissions of role ACAT without gaining access
to role DTM.

The role mappings shown in Figs. 11d, 11e, and 11f
represent an inconsistent interoperation policy and do not
satisfy the security requirements of the collaborating county

offices. For instance, the administrator-specified mappings
TA : CTO � I TAO : CCO (Fig. 11d) and PIO : CCO �
ITRA : CTO (Fig. 11e) causes a violation of role-specific
SoD constraint defined between roles TRE and TRA of CTO
domain. These mappings allow user u2 to access role TRA
via the crossdomain path TA:CTO � I TAO:CCO � I

PIO:CCO� I TRA:CTO.Moreover, u2 by accessing the local
role TA inherits the permission of TRE because of the
intradomain relationship TA � I TRE. As a result, u2 by
accessing role TA inherits the permission of conflicting roles
TRE and TRA. Similarly the role mapping DTLO:CCO � I

DTC:CTO, LSO:CCO � I DTA:DTC, and R1011 : CCO �
IDTM10 : CTO (Fig. 11e) enables user u6 to access conflict-
ing roles DTA and DTM10 of CTO domain (Fig. 11d). Note
that in the original RBAC policy of CTO, an SoD constraint is
defined between DTA and DTM (Fig. 11a). Since DTM splits
into roles DTM10 and DTM12, therefore these roles also
conflict with DTA as shown in Fig. 11d. Another violation of
role-specific SoD constraint between roles DTM and DTA of
CTO domain occur because of the role mappings DTM:CTO
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� I ACAT:CAO (Fig. 11d), ACAT:CAO � I TAC:CCO
(Fig. 11f), and TAC:CCO � I DTA:CTO (Fig. 11e). These
crossdomain role mappings enable u1 to access the conflict-
ing roles DTM and DTA of domain CTO. A role-assignment
violation occurs because of cyclic hierarchy created by the
mappings DTA:CTO � I ACAT:CAO (Fig. 11d), PLAT09 :
CAO � I DTM : CTO and the intradomain hierarchy con-
straint ACAT � I PLAT � I PLAT09 of CAO domain
(Fig. 11f)). This cycle in role hierarchy allows user u4

assigned to role DTA to access the permissions of the senior
role DTM. The security vulnerabilities caused by the role-
mappings of Figs. 11d, 11e, and 11f are tabulated in Fig. 12.

Conflicts in the multidomain policy shown in Figs. 11d,
11e, and 11f are resolved by applying the conflict resolution
algorithm ConfRes. ConfRes first transforms the RBAC policy
constraints into IP constraints. This IP constraint transfor-
mation process produces almost 1,500 constraints for the
multidomain RBAC policy of Fig. 11. The resulting IP
problem is solved with the objective of maximizing all
crossdomain accesses. The solution thus obtained removes
the following crossdomain role mappings from the multi-
domain policy graphs of Figs. 11d, 11e, and 11f: DTM:CTO
� I ACAT:CAO, TAC:CCO � I DTA:CTO, DTA:CTO � I

ACAT:CAO, PIO:CCO � I TRA:CTO, and LSO:CCO � I

DTA:CTO. A maximum of 102 crossdomain accesses are

obtained if the above role mappings are removed. Note that
in this case, all the crossdomain accesses are assigned equal
weight in the objective function. If some crossdomain
accesses are more important than others then such accesses
can be prioritized by assigning them a higher weight in the
objective function. This will increase the likelihood of
retaining high priority accesses in the multidomain policy
as discussed in Section 5.2. However, the total number of
accesses cannot exceed the maximum value obtained by
assigning uniform weights to all cross-domain accesses.

Figs. 13a and 13b show the trade-off between interoper-
ability and autonomy for the domains CTO and CCO,
respectively. For this analysis, interoperability of a domain
is defined as a measure of the number of cross domain
accesses to that domain. The autonomy losses of domains
CTO and CCO for the given multidomain policy with
crossdomain links LCTO and LCCO are determined using the
AL expression given in Section 5.3. In the interoperability
versus autonomy loss graph, depicted in Fig. 13, the
acceptable limit for autonomy loss for both domains is set
to 50 percent and the level of interoperability is varied by
varying the weights of decision variables in the objective
function. The maximum interoperability occurs when all
cross-domain accesses have a uniform weight.
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The graph shown in Fig. 13 contains two curves defining
the upper bound and lower bound for the autonomy losses
at various interoperability levels. At any given interoper-
ability level, there can be multiple values of autonomy
losses corresponding to a different selection of crossdomain
role-mappings. However, all the autonomy loss values are
confined to the region bounded by the upper bound and
lower bound curves shown in Fig. 13.

It can be noticed that the trade-off between the level of
interoperation and degree of autonomy depends on the
selection of weights in the objective function. Weight
selection is an important issue and depends on the type of
application. For example, in digital government application,
achieving a high degree of interoperability among govern-
ment agencies is preferable than maintaining autonomy of
individual domains. In this case, uniform weights can be
selected for maximizing interoperability. On the contrary,
for collaborations requiring higher degree of domains’
autonomy such as health-care applications, higher weights
can be assigned to those crossdomain access variables that
do not cause any autonomy loss. In addition, an upper
bound on the autonomy loss can be specified as an
additional constraint in the IP problem formulation. In
summary, weight selection is an open research issue
requiring further exploration.

7 VERIFICATION oF MULTIDOMAIN POLICY

In this section, we formally analyze the proposed policy
integration mechanism with respect to the five policy
integration requirements (PIRs) discussed in Section 4.3.

The PIRs define the correctness criteria for verifying the
consistency of interoperation policy. The first four PIRs
state the conformance requirements for the interoperation
policy in terms of authorization preservation, relationship
preservation, and order independence. The last PIR
stipulates the security aspect of interoperation policy. The
interoperation policy generated by the proposed policy
composition framework satisfies all of the above integration
requirements. To prove this claim, we first analyze the
compliance of proposed framework with respect to non-
security PIRs (PIR 1 - 4) and then assess the correctness of
the composed interoperation policy with respect to the
security constraints of collaborating domains.

7.1 Authorization and Order-independence

During the process of policy integration, the access control
policies of collaborating domains may get modified;
however, such modifications should not change the access
privileges of local users over local objects. In addition, the
integrated policy should be independent of the order in
which the collaborating domains’ policies are merged.
These requirements are stated for RBAC policy composition
in PIRs 1 - 4 in Section 4.3.

The first PIR, stipulating element preservation, holds
trivially in the merged policy graph as the policy merging
algorithm, RBAC-integrate, does not remove any element
except the newly created redundant roles which are not
present in the original RBAC policy graphs of collaborating
domains. Similarly, all the relations specified in the original
RBAC policy graphs of collaborating domains are implied
in the multidomain policy graph. These relations include
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user-role assignment, role-permission assignments, separa-
tion of duties, and role hierarchy. The user-role assignment,
permission assignment, and SoD relations remain unaltered
in the multidomain RBAC graph. However, the role
hierarchy and permission assignment may get changed in
the process of mapping equivalent crossdomain roles.
During this process, new roles may be created by splitting
existing roles. As a result of this role splitting, some of the
permissions assigned to the parent role, say r, may get
reassigned to the newly created child role, say rj. Also, the
newly created junior role rj may inherit the permissions of
some of the roles junior to the parent role r in the I-hierarchy
semantics. However, the I-hierarchy relation r � I rj pre-
serves all the hierarchy relationships between the parent
role r and all its junior roles. This means that all the
permissions that can be acquired through r prior to role
splitting can also be acquired after splitting of r. Hence, the
user authorizations specified in the original RBAC policies
of collaborating domains are preserved in the multidomain
policy graph.

To prove that the composed interoperation policy is
independent of the order in which domains’ policies are
merged, we need to show that the policy integration
algorithm, RBAC-integrate, is both commutative and asso-
ciative. The proof of the commutativity and associativity
properties of RBAC-integrate is given in the Appendix
which can be found on the Computer Society Digital
Library at http://www.computer.org/tkde/archives.htm.

7.2 Security Constraints

In this section, we formally prove that the interoperation
policy composed by the proposed policy integration
mechanism is secure. In particular, we show that no
security vulnerability due to role-assignment violation
(Definition 3.1), role-specific SoD violation (Definition 3.2),
and user-specific SoD violation (Definition 3.3) can occur in
the interoperation policy. Note that in the context of RBAC,
these are the only three security vulnerabilities that may
lead to unauthorized accesses. The consistency conditions
defined in [7] also check the correctness of RBAC policy
specification against the violation of the above three
constraints.

7.2.1 Notations

For stating the above claim about security of interoperation
policy in a formal manner, a state-based representation is
needed. Since it is difficult to comprehend the state-
transition semantics of RBAC policy from the graph-based
specification, we introduce some matrix-based notations
and definitions for specifying the security properties of
interoperation policy.

Let Ak denote the adjacency matrix corresponding to the
RBAC graph (with only user-role nodes) of domain k and
Ak

þ be the transitive closure of adjacency matrix Ak.
dimðAkÞ ¼ dimðAþ

k Þ ¼ ðjUkj þ jRkjÞ � ðjUkj þ jRkjÞ, whe r e
Uk is the set of user and Rk is the set of roles of domain k.
The authorization of users over roles can be determined by
applying the projection operator �ur over the corresponding
closure matrix.

Projection operator: A projection operator �ur takes an
adjacency or closure matrix as input and returns a matrix
with users along the rows and roles along the column.
�ur : fAk;Ak

þg ! Uk � Rk. Projection of a closure matrix
Ak

þ defines all possible user to role authorizations in
domain k:

8aij 2 �urðAþ
k Þ; aij ¼

1; if there is an access path from ui to rj

0; otherwise:

�

Note that a SoD or cardinality constraint may prevent ui

from accessing rj even though aij ¼ 1 in the projected
closure matrix.

State matrix: A state matrix S is a matrix of dimension

jUj � jRjðU ¼
S
k

Uk;R ¼
S
k

RkÞ and it describes the user to

roles accesses in the multidomain environment. Note
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that the state matrix captures both intradomain and

interdomain role accesses. For any sij 2 S,

sij ¼
1; role rj is being accessed by user ui

0; otherwise:

�

7.2.2 Verification of Security Constraints

Any access control state derived from the multidomain
RBAC policy is secure if it does not violate the security
constraints of collaborating domains’ RBAC policies. This is
formally stated in the following definition:

Definition 7.1. A state S is secure with respect to the role-
assignment, role-specific SoD, and user-specific SoD
constraints of domain k if and only if following conditions
hold in S:

1. 8 aij 2 �urðAþ
k Þ and sij 2 S; sij � aij.

2. There does not exist any user ui 2 U who accesses two
or more roles in the conflicting role set

Rcon ¼ fr1; . . . ; rnjconf-roleðri; rjÞ;
1 � i; j � n and i 6¼ jg:

Formally,

8ui 2 U;
X

rj2Rcon

sij � 1:

3. Let Ur con be the set of conflicting user sets (�r) of role
r. Ur con ¼ f

S
m

�m
r g and

�m
r ¼ fum1

; . . . ; ump
jconf-userðumi

; umj
; rÞ;

1 � i; j � p and i 6¼ jg:

For each role r 2 Rk which have a nonempty set
Ur con, at most one user from each of the conflicting
user sets (�r 2 Ur con) accesses role r in state S.
Formally,

8rj 2 Rk 8� 2 Ur con;
X
ui2�

sij � 1

 !
:

The first condition in the above definition captures the
role assignment constraint, i.e., in any secure state a user
can access a local role if and only if there is an intradomain

access path from the user node to the role node in the local
access control policy of corresponding domain. The second
condition specifies that conflicting roles cannot be accessed
by same user in any secure state and the third condition
defines the user-specific SoD constraint implying that
conflicting users of a role cannot access that role concur-
rently in any secure state.

Havingdefined the necessary and sufficient conditions for
a secure access control state, we claim in the following
theorem that the interoperation policy generated by the
proposed policy integration framework is secure. In parti-
cular, any state that can be derived from the interoperation
policy will not cause any violation of role-assignment, role-
specific SoD, and user-specific SoD constraints specified in
the local RBAC policies of collaborating domains.

Theorem 7.2. Given G1; . . . ;Gn; n � 2, the RBAC policy graphs
of n collaborating domains. Let G be the multidomain RBAC
graph composed from G1; . . . ;Gn by applying the role-
mapping algorithm, RBAC-integrate, and conflict resolution
algorithm, ConfRes. Assuming all Gis are consistent and
conflict-free, any state S reachable from the multidomain
policy graph G is secure with respect to the role-assignment,
role-specific SoD, and user-specific SoD constraints defined
in each Gið1 � i � nÞ.
The proof of Theorem 7.2 is given in the Appendix which

can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at
http://www.computer.org/tkde/archives.htm.

8 MULTIDOMAIN POLICY INTEGRATION AND

MEDIATION PROCESS

In this section, we describe an overall process of policy
integration and mediation. The process, shown in Fig. 14,
consists of following phases: policy comparison, merging and
resolution, and policy mediation.

The policy comparison phase deals with the reconcilia-
tion of semantic differences among the access control
policies of collaborating domains. In this phase, domains’
access control policies are analyzed to identify shareable
crossdomain objects and to resolve the semantic conflicts
among these objects. The technical challenges related to the
resolution of semantic heterogeneity are discussed in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3. We have not described any specific
strategies for resolution of semantic heterogeneity as it is
beyond the scope of this paper. However, this issue has
been extensively investigated by the database community
[11], [18], [20], [24], [26].
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In the merging and resolution phase, the access rights of
users over the crossdomain objects are established and the
resulting authorization conflicts are resolved. In the context
of RBAC, interdomain authorizations are defined by map-
ping crossdomain roles. Role mappings can be established
automatically based on the correspondence among cross-
domain shareable objects as discussed in Section 4.4. In
addition, the security policy administrators, responsible for
global interoperation policy, may also specify suchmapping.
For resolution of authorization conflicts due to inconsistent
role mapping, the IP-based approach discussed in Section 5,
can be used. The solution to the underlying IP problem may
not be feasible implying that a multidomain policy with the
given security, autonomy, and interoperability constraints
cannot be composed. In this case, a new multidomain policy
needs to be composed after revising the local policies and
interoperability constraints. Such revision may include
relaxation of autonomy requirements, relaxation of local
privileges and constraints, and reduction in the degree of
interoperability. The revised policies and interoperability
constraints are analyzed in the mediation phase and need to
be approved by the respective domains’ policy adminis-
trators. For automating the mediation process, the policy
administrators may specify the possible policy relaxations a
priori, in decreasing order of preference, along with the
acceptable bounds or thresholds on such relaxations.

If a feasible solution to the IP problem exists, the IP-
based conflict resolution module generates a consistent and
secure multidomain policy with maximal interoperation
support under the given optimality measure and inter-
operation constraints. For analyzing the implications of the
resulting policy, a global policy document can be generated
from the composed multidomain policy for each collaborat-
ing domain. A possible schema for such document is shown
in Fig. 14. This document facilitates a domain policy
administrator in assessing the degree of interoperability
and the level of autonomy offered by the composed multi-
domain policy. For instance, the document shown in Fig. 14
contains information about the crossdomain roles that can
be accessed by local users of a domain, the permissions
associated with the accessible crossdomain roles, and the
preconditions for accessing shareable crossdomain roles.
The precondition may specify what local role a user must
assume before accessing a crossdomain role. In addition,
the implications of the composed policy with respect to a
domain’s autonomy can be assessed from the local domain
subschema of the policy document of Fig. 14. This
subschema specifies the local roles with reduced cardinal-
ities or local roles with induced SoD constraints. As
mentioned above, both reduction in role cardinalities and
addition of induced SoDs, amount to autonomy loss for a
given domain.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have addressed the issue of secure
interoperation in a multidomain environment. In particular,
we focused on the problem of integrating the access control
policies of heterogeneous and autonomous domains to
allow interdomain information and resource sharing in a
secure manner. The proposed policy integration mechanism
is a two-step process including composition of a global
multidomain policy from the access control policies of
collaborating domains and removing conflicts from the
global policy in an optimal manner. Another key require-
ment of policy integration is to maintain the autonomy of all

collaborating domains. However, there is a trade-off
between seeking interoperability and preserving autonomy.
Violation of a collaborating domain’s security policy in
general is not permissible. However, domains may tolerate
some autonomy loss for establishing more interoperability.
In this paper, we have formulated the problem of secure
interoperation as an optimization problem with an objective
of maximizing interoperability without causing any security
violation of collaborating domains and keeping the auton-
omy losses within acceptable limits.

The exponential complexity of the IP problem for optimal
solution is amajor concern in dynamic collaborative environ-
ments that have real-time constraints for policy composition.
The security and access control requirements in such
collaboration may change because of the following reasons:

1. evolution of collaborating domains’ access control
policies,

2. addition of new domains in the collaborative
system, and

3. removal of domains from collaboration.

To incorporate the new security requirements, the access
control policies need to be reintegrated by invoking the IP
problem with new constraints. Various approximation
algorithms such as Lagrangian relaxation, tabu search,
and simulated annealing can be used to solve the under-
lying IP problem for near optimal solution in polynomial
time. Another option to reduce the excessive computation
overhead of policy integration is to incrementally resolve
policy conflicts in an iterative manner, i.e., policies are
integrated by resolving conflicts between two domains and
the resulting policy is integrated with the policy of the next
collaborating domain and so on. However, this iterative
scheme may not yield optimal resolution because the role
mapping links that are removed in a previous conflict
resolution iteration will not be considered in the next
iteration. Consequently, the solution in the iterative scheme
is searched in a space smaller than the search space of the
global conflict resolution scheme. Studying the performance
trade-off between these heuristics and the global conflict
resolution scheme is an interesting problem that needs
further research considerations.
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